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Parietal Oscillations Code Nonvisual Reach Targets Relative to Gaze and Body
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Recent blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) imaging work has suggested flexible coding frames for reach targets in human posterior parietal cortex, with a gaze-centered reference frame for visually guided reaches and a body-centered frame for proprioceptive reaches. However, BOLD activity, which reflects overall population activity, is insensitive to heterogeneous responses at the neuronal level and temporal dynamics between neurons. Neurons could synchronize in different frequency bands to form assemblies operating in different reference frames. Here we assessed the reference frames of oscillatory activity in parietal cortex during reach planning to nonvisible tactile stimuli. Under continuous recording of magneto-encephalographic data, subjects fixated either to the left or right of the body midline, while a tactile stimulus was presented to a nonvisible fingertip, located either to the left or right of gaze. After a delay, they had to reach toward the remembered stimulus location with the other hand. Our results show body-centered and gaze-centered reference frames underlying the power modulations in specific frequency bands. Whereas beta-band activity (18–30 Hz) in parietal regions showed body-centered spatial selectivity, the high gamma band (>60 Hz) demonstrated a transient remapping into gaze-centered coordinates in parietal and extrastriate visual areas. This gaze-centered coding was sustained in the low gamma (<60 Hz) and alpha (~10 Hz) bands. Our results show that oscillating subpopulations encode remembered tactile targets for reaches relative to gaze, even though neither the sensory nor the motor output processes operate in this frame. We discuss these findings in the light of flexible control mechanisms across modalities and effectors.

Introduction

In daily life, we frequently reach toward objects in our visual environment. To program these movements, the brain needs to translate the visual object location from gaze-centered coordinates into body-centered, muscle-based motor signals to change the configuration of the limb (Andersen and Cui, 2009; Crawford et al., 2011). We are also able to reach to nonvisual objects, such as tactile and proprioceptive targets, although we do so less frequently. However, the internal transformations for such reaches may be simpler than visually guided reaches because targets are sensed in the same reference frame—body-centered coordinates—that is needed to control the reach (Bernier et al., 2009; Sarlegna and Sainburg, 2009; Tagliaube and McIntyre, 2011).

The posterior parietal cortex (PPC) is involved in reach planning, with responses of single neurons showing signatures of multiple reference frames, including gaze-centered, body-centered, and intermediate coordinates (Avillac et al., 2005; Chang et al., 2009; McGuire and Sabes, 2009, 2011; Mullette-Gillman et al., 2009; Chang and Snyder, 2010). This diversity of tuning properties is thought to support flexible processing in various reference frames (Pouget et al., 2002; Deneve and Pouget, 2004). It is less clear, however, which representations are amplified at the population level in sensory-guided reach control.

Recently, blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) recordings suggested that the target modality dictates the reference frame that is deployed in the PPC, switching between a gaze-centered reference frame for visually guided reaches and a body-centered reference frame for proprioceptive reaches (Bernier and Grafton, 2010). However, the BOLD signal, which is related to metabolic demands of the whole neuronal population in a given area, is insensitive to the temporal dynamics of subgroups of neurons within the area, which may operate in different reference frames (Buchholz et al., 2011).

Local field potentials, and the associated electric currents and magnetic fields, reflect these temporal dynamics of neurons. Their spectral power represents the synchronized postsynaptic potentials of groups of neurons. By synchronizing activity within certain frequency ranges, neurons could temporally be organized into functional assemblies, biasing competition between representations in favor of behaviorally relevant representations (Fries, 2005; Womelsdorf and Fries, 2007).

Recently, using magnetoencephalography (MEG), we found evidence for several coexisting reference frames reflected in the modulation of these frequency bands during saccade planning to tactile stimuli (Buchholz et al., 2011). Here, we used MEG to record oscillatory brain activity from human subjects instructed to plan reaches to remembered tactile targets. We tested whether the temporal dynamics of activity in parietal cortex reflect the sensory reference frame (i.e., body-centered) as suggested by BOLD, or whether they also emphasize spatial...
remapping in other reference frames, including gaze-centered coordinates.

Our results show that even in this task, which does not dictate gaze-centered processing at the initial sensory level or at the final motor stage, tactile stimuli are not only coded in body-centered beta-band oscillations but are also readily remapped into gaze-centered coordinates in the gamma and alpha bands in parietal regions. We will discuss these findings from a network perspective, where multiple cortical regions operate in concert via synchronization principles.

Materials and Methods

Participants. Twenty-two subjects (age range, 20–34 years; 5 female; all right handed), free of any known sensory, perceptual, or motor disorders, volunteered to participate in the experiment. All subjects provided written informed consent according to institutional guidelines of the local ethics committee (Committee on Research Involving Human Subjects, Region Arnhem-Nijmegen, The Netherlands).

Setup. Participants sat in the MEG system that was placed in a magnetically shielded room. They viewed a stimulus device (Fig. 1), located at a distance of 32 cm from the eyes, with a comfortable, slightly downward written informed consent according to institutional guidelines of the local ethics committee (Committee on Research Involving Human Subjects, Region Arnhem-Nijmegen, The Netherlands).

Materials and Methods

Participants. Twenty-two subjects (age range, 20–34 years; 5 female; all right handed), free of any known sensory, perceptual, or motor disorders, volunteered to participate in the experiment. All subjects provided written informed consent according to institutional guidelines of the local ethics committee (Committee on Research Involving Human Subjects, Region Arnhem-Nijmegen, The Netherlands).

Setup. Participants sat in the MEG system that was placed in a magnetically shielded room. They viewed a stimulus device (Fig. 1), located at a distance of 32 cm from the eyes, with a comfortable, slightly downward gaze direction. The stimulus device (Fig. 1A) was equipped with a set of fiber optic lights (Omron e3s-na, GB) and piezoelectric Braille stimulators (Metec). Lights at 18° eccentricity served as visual fixation points. The sensing hand was placed on the device such that each fingertip, except the thumb, overlaid a piezoelectric Braille stimulation pin. A tactile stimulus was presented by transiently raising a pin ~2 mm for 20 ms, and then lowering it again. To mask the sound generated by the Braille stimulation, subjects wore pneumatic earphones with auditory white noise, adjusted such that its amplitude level was well above the subject’s perceptual threshold. The starting position of the reaching hand was symmetrical to the position of the stimulus hand, but slightly elevated in the vertical direction. As the task was performed in complete darkness, except for the fixation point, both hands were nonvisible to the subject. Visual and tactile stimuli were controlled using Presentation 12.2 software (Neurobehavioral Systems).

MEG data were recorded continuously using a whole head system with 275 axial gradiometers (Omega 2000, CTF Systems). Head position was measured using localization coils fixed at anatomical landmarks (nasion, and left and right ear). Horizontal and vertical electrooculograms (EOGs) were recorded and continuously inspected during the experiment. MEG and EOG signals were low-pass filtered at 300 Hz, sampled at 1200 Hz, and then saved to disk. Structural full-brain MRIs were acquired with a 1.5 T Siemens Sonata scanner using a standard T1-weighted scan sequence (flip angle = 15°; voxel size, 1.0 mm in-plane, 256 × 256, 164 slices, TR = 760 ms; TE = 5.3 ms). Anatomic reference markers on these scans served the alignment of the MEG and MRI coordinate systems.

Experimental paradigm. Subjects performed a delayed-reach task with tactile stimuli (Fig. 1A). Each trial began with the simultaneous presentation of two brief tactile pulses, spatially congruent with the fixation light at the location of the tip of the ring finger of the stimulated hand. This initial presentation of spatially congruent visual and tactile stimuli was used to prevent drift in the proprioceptively sensed position of the unseen, stimulated hand in the dark. Subjects were instructed to fixate at the light for the total duration of each trial.

Then, after a baseline period of 1500 ms, a tactile stimulus was delivered to either the index finger or the little finger (Fig. 1A, green or blue circles). This was followed by a memory delay of 3000 ms. Subsequently, the fixation light briefly disappeared (50 ms), instructing the subject to reach with the other hand toward the remembered location of the tactile target, while still maintaining fixation. Then, 2.5 s after the go cue, the next trial started by two brief flashes of the fixation light.

Subjects performed eight blocks of 80 trials each, in which target locations were pseudo-randomly interleaved. Left and right arm trials were done in different blocks, counterbalanced across subjects. Each trial lasted for 7 s. A brief rest was provided between the blocks during which the subjects could move their hands and eyes freely.

Figure 1A illustrates the two conditions in which the left hand reaches to a tactile stimulus on the right hand, located either to the left or right of fixation. Thus, whereas the hand of stimulation was known beforehand (left or right hand), the gaze-centered location (i.e., visual hemifield) of the tactile stimulus could not be anticipated.

Together, the location of the tactile target defined four conditions, which were organized into a 2 × 2 design with side (left vs right) and reference frame (gaze vs body) as factors (Fig. 1B). The location of the tactile target could also be represented as left or right (side) from the gaze line, the difference probing gaze-centered lateralization. Thus, by exploiting hemispheric lateralization, we can distin-
guish between gaze- and body-centered reference frames in the regions that are involved in planning tactile reaches.

Two clarifying notes about this reference frame analysis should be added. First, the analysis does not depend on showing full-field topography: simply exploiting left-right topography (i.e., laterality) already allows for distinguishing between body and gaze-centered coding of the target location (for a similar approach, see Medendorp et al., 2003; Merriam et al., 2003; Berzier and Grafton, 2010). Second, because arms, head, and body are fixed during the experiment, the body-centered reference frame can be treated as equivalent to a head, trunk, or space-centered reference frame. Different initial arm positions (e.g., using crossed hands) or head position would allow further distinguishing of the reference frames underlying the body-centered activation, but this is outside the scope of this study.

Eye movement analysis. We first inspected trial-based variance of the EOG channels for all conditions together and removed outliers. Furthermore, trials in which participants broke fixation or blinked during a trial were excluded. On average, 127 ± 21 of 160 trials per conditions were included into the analysis. The number of rejected trials did not differ among conditions ($p < 0.05$). To exclude a possible eye position bias of the remaining trials during the task, we compared EOG traces during the delay interval (0.05–3 s) for conditions with targets in the left versus the right hemifield. Neither eye positions during the delay period (0.05–3 s) nor during the 1 s interval following the go cue (3–4 s) differed significantly (paired t-test, $p > 0.05$).

MEG data analysis. Open source FieldTrip software (Oostenveld et al., 2011) was used to analyze the MEG data, converted into planar field gradients (Bastiaansen and Knoesche, 2000). Data were downsampled to 100 and 200 Hz for low-frequency and high-frequency power analyses, respectively. Time–frequency representations (TFRs) were computed based on a Fourier approach, applying a sliding window, with neighboring time points temporally segregated by 50 ms. We analyzed separately two frequency ranges (2–40 and 40–100 Hz) to optimize the time–frequency resolution. The lower frequencies were analyzed with a sliding window of 500 ms and a Hanning taper. This resulted in a spectral smoothing of ~3 Hz, which allows to capture the typically narrow band effects in the lower frequency range. We applied a multitaper approach (Percival and Walden, 1993) to characterize the broad-band oscillatory activity in high-frequency ranges, reducing spectral leakage. More specifically, the higher frequencies (30–100 Hz) were analyzed using a sliding window of 400 ms and 11 orthogonal Slepian tapers. This resulted in a spectral smoothing of ~14 Hz. Gamma-band activity was further analyzed separately for low-frequency (40–60 Hz) and high-frequency (60–90 Hz) ranges.

The piezoelectrical stimulation induced short-lived (50 ms) artifacts in the MEG signals, as reported by Buchholz et al. (2011). As a result, only single trials were used, which were downsampled from 300 ms to 100 ms and onward can be considered to be artifact free. We predefined the sensory response interval for the higher frequencies to a 400 ms window centered at 300 ms after stimulus onset. Sustained effects were tested for the half and full delay periods. These were defined as the periods between 300 and 1500 ms and between 300 and 2700 ms after stimulus onset, respectively, the latter excluding contamination of the motor response (starting at t = 3000 ms). For the lower frequency bands, we used a 500 ms window. Frequency bands of interest were defined as follows based on previous studies: alpha band, 10 Hz; beta band, 18–30 Hz; low gamma band, 40–60 Hz; and high gamma band, 60–90 Hz (Van Der Werf et al., 2010; Buchholz et al., 2011; Uhlhaisa et al., 2011).

Task-related power and statistical inferences. We computed task-related changes in power in the various frequency bands relative to average power in the baseline period (Fig. 1A). The baseline power was computed over a 400 ms (higher frequencies) or 500 ms (lower frequencies) time window centered 300 ms before the presentation of the stimulus. For each condition, we expressed the difference in log-power between the delay period and the baseline as a $t$-score, separately for each subject. The $t$-scores were transformed into z-scores, as in Medendorp et al. (2007). The $z$-scores, which are well normalized for intra-subject variance, cannot be interpreted as a statistical test outcome, but serve as inputs for the group-level analysis. Significance at the group level was assessed by means of a randomization procedure. We randomly multiplied each individual z-score by one or by $-1$ and summed it over subjects. Multiplying the individual z-score with $+1$ or $-1$ corresponds to permuting the original conditions in that subject. This random procedure was repeated 1000 times to obtain the randomization distribution for the group-level statistic. The proportion of values in the randomization distribution exceeding the test statistic defined the Monte Carlo significance probability, which is also called a p value (Nichols and Holmes, 2002; Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). This random-effects approach solves the multiple-comparisons problem by reducing multiple test statistics to just one aggregate test statistic (for further details about this approach, see Van Der Werf et al., 2008, 2010). We carefully checked that activity in a particular frequency band was not the result of a “bleed in” from another band.

Following Buchholz et al. (2011), body- and gaze-centered selectivity in various frequency bands was assessed by comparing spectral power in conditions with different hands being stimulated and in conditions in which the tactile target is located in opposite directions from the gaze line, respectively. We contrasted the power changes for contralateral versus ipsilateral target locations (defined in either of the two reference frames) for each hemisphere (Fig. 1B). For a better signal-to-noise ratio, we then pooled these spatially selective effects in hemispheric activation, yielding the body- and gaze-centered lateralization across hemispheres. Significant sensor clusters were determined for each of these contrasts, based on the predefined time–frequency tiles.

To localize the neural sources of the spectral components of interest, we applied an adaptive spatial filtering (or beam-forming) technique (i.e., Dynamic Imaging of Coherent Sources) (Gross et al., 2001; Liljestrom et al., 2005). Data were organized in MNI coordinates for each subject. For every single subject, the source power was estimated per condition and expressed as z-scores relative to the same baseline interval that was used for the sensor-level analysis. The source reconstruction was tuned to peak power values in the same time interval. For plotting, source activity was pooled across hemispheres, and shown on a standard left hemisphere.

Results

Using a 2 × 2 factorial design, we distinguished between gaze- and body-centered reference frames underlying the hemispheric lateralization of power in various frequency bands during reach planning to remembered tactile stimuli (Fig. 1B). Body-centered lateralization characterizes the power differences for stimuli delivered to the contralateral versus ipsilateral hand. Gaze-centered lateralization compares the power for nonvisible targets in the contralateral versus ipsilateral visual hemifield.

We tested the hypothesis that the brain exploits not only a body-centered reference frame, but also a gaze-centered reference frame during reach planning to tactile targets, even though neither the initial sensory processing of the target nor the motor output representation dictates the use of this frame.

High-gamma-band activity shows transient encoding in a gaze-centered reference frame

We first describe the high-frequency power modulations during the sensory response interval. The left-hand panels of Figure 2, A and B, show the scalp topographies (pooled across hemispheres) of significant body-centered and gaze-centered selectivity of power in the high gamma range (60–90 Hz) in response to tactile stimulation (300 ms after stimulus onset). Data are expressed as z-scores pooled across subjects; significant sensor clusters ($p < 0.05$, controlled for multiple comparisons) are marked by circles. Contralateral increases are color coded using warmer (red) hues; ipsilateral increases are depicted in cooler (blue) hues. As shown, a cluster of sensors overlaying central regions exhibits body-centric selectivity, as evident in more synchronization contralateral than ipsilateral to the stimulated hand (Fig. 2A), which is in
line with sensory (body-centered) encoding schemes of somatosensory areas. Source localization suggests that these power modulations originate in the primary and secondary somatosensory areas, as well as from prefrontal regions.

Importantly, even though the targets were nonvisible, in these high frequencies we also found gaze-centered gamma-band activity. In other words, gamma-band power was higher for the nonvisible tactile stimulus in the contralateral than the ipsilateral visual hemifield (Fig. 2B). This gaze-centered selectivity, which was seen at posterior sensors, originated from the multisensory superior parietal lobe (SPL), known to be involved in reach computations, and perhaps more surprisingly, from extrastriate visual areas. Thus, these results show that tactile reach targets induce gamma-band oscillations in a gaze-centered reference frame, encoding reach targets relative to gaze, although neither the arrival of the stimulus nor the departure of the motor output is in this frame.

**Sustained low-gamma-band and early-delay alpha-band activity show gaze-centered processing**

Subsequently, we investigated whether the observed gaze-centered effects are sustained during the delay period, when subjects are planning the reach. Figure 3A shows a significant increase of low-gamma-band activity at posterior sensors contralateral to the hemifield of stimulation. Note that this activity is slightly shifted anterior compared with Figure 2B. The time–frequency representation of the power changes, depicted in Figure 2B in addition to the topography plot, demonstrates the sustained gaze-centered effects in the low gamma band at these sensors. Figure 3A, bottom panels, shows the source reconstruction of all gaze-centered modulations at different time points within this frequency range, at 300, 400, 1000, 2000, and 2700 ms after stimulus offset. As shown, the gaze-centered activity in the low gamma band originates from areas such as the SPL, the ventral premotor cortex and the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), all of which have been implicated in reach planning (Graziano et al., 1997; Snyder et al., 1997, 2000; Astafiev et al., 2003; Pesaran et al., 2006; Breveglieri et al., 2008; Andersen and Cui, 2009; Chang et al., 2009; Filimon et al., 2009; Bernier and Grafton, 2010; Chang and Snyder, 2010; Bansal et al., 2012). In the beginning and toward the end of the delay, secondary somatosensory cortex also shows gaze-centered gamma-band effects.

At parietal sensors, we further found gaze-centered power suppression in the alpha band, most prominently during the first half of the delay period, as depicted in the topographic representation in Figure 3B, with the same color coding as in previous figures. The TFR averaged across these sensors indicates that this suppression becomes less prominent toward the end of the delay period. The early gaze-centered power suppression originates from the posterior parietal cortex. Interestingly, 400 ms after stimulus onset, a second source of gaze-centered alpha-band activity was observed at the intersection of the intraparietal and postcentral sulcus.

**Sustained body-centered beta-band modulations in central and posterior regions**

Recall that our design allowed subjects to anticipate the hand of stimulation, but not the side of stimulation relative to gaze. Previous studies have shown beta-band suppression contralateral to the hand of stimulation (the sensing hand), in anticipation of the tactile stimulus (Buchholz et al., 2011; van Ede et al., 2011). Here we corroborated these findings in an analysis without prestimulus baseline correction. The topographic plot of Figure 4A, representing the difference in beta-band power 300 ms before stimulation for contralateral versus ipsilateral stimulation, shows a relative suppression contralateral to the sensing hand at all fronto-central sensors. This difference was also observed in the alpha band (data not shown). With a focus on central sensors (as shown in Fig 2A), this power difference between contralateral and ipsilateral stimulation became apparent again at ~300 ms after stimulation and appears to reverse toward the end of the delay. Two functional processes presumably contribute to the lateralization dynamics: stimulus processing at the sensing hand and reach preparation of the other hand. To disentangle these two processes, we examined the power changes during the sensory response and delay intervals, separately for each hemisphere. We present the results such that the left hemisphere is contralateral to the sensing hand (thus, data from left hand stimulation was flipped). Conversely, the right hemisphere shows activation contralateral to the reaching hand. The result, plotted in Figure 4B, shows a significant suppression relative to baseline (baseline $t = −0.3$) contralateral to the reaching hand and a rebound contralateral to the sensing hand in both the beta (Fig. 4B, top) and the alpha range (Fig. 4B, bottom). Figure 4C shows the respective TFRs. Next, we reconstructed the beta-band sources, shown in Figure 4D. Relative to prestimulus baseline, power increases in primary somatosensory regions contralateral to the sensing hand, whereas beta-band power is suppressed in premotor, primary motor, and posterior parietal cortex contralateral to the reaching hand. The beta decrease is strongest in motor cortex. Furthermore, bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortices show an increase in beta-band activity during the delay period. For illustrative purposes, we projected both types of modulations onto one hemi-
sphere, ignoring the direction of change relative to baseline. Figure 4E plots the results, showing all sources of body-centered beta-band modulations, including rolandic and parietal regions. The peak of this activity was found at the intersection of S1 and intraparietal sulcus (white circle). We did not find any sustained gaze-centered modulations in the beta band ($p < 0.05$).

**Discussion**

We recorded human oscillatory activity during delayed reaches in the dark toward tactile stimuli delivered to the nonreaching hand. We found not only body-centered beta-band modulations, but also remapped, gaze-centered alpha and gamma-band oscillations in extrastriate regions, even though neither the initial sensory nor the motor output processes operate in this frame. These results support the hypothesis that operations in different reference frames have dissociable spectral dynamics, reflecting distributed parallel processing during reach planning. We will now discuss our findings.

A recent study by Bernier et al. (2010), decoding reference frames by means of BOLD-fMRI, indicated that a part of PPC (SPL) flexibly switches reference frames to match the reference frame of the sensory modality. The authors showed that reach planning to proprioceptive targets is predominately associated with body-centered processing in the PPC, while visually guided reaching is accompanied by gaze-centered parietal processing. Our data, which are not in disagreement with this notion, show a more fine-grained picture based on the frequency contents of signal processing in the reach network. We observed evidence for both reference frames—body (sensory) and gaze (nonsensory) frames—in various frequency bands during reach planning to tactile targets. Whereas BOLD activity represents the overall metabolic demand of neuronal populations, we found evidence for modulations in a nonsensory reference frame in the gamma and alpha bands, but not in the beta band. Because the relationship between the frequency of synchronization and BOLD is rather complex (Logothetis, 2002, 2007; Nir et al., 2007; Conner et al., 2011; Magri et al., 2012) and region dependent (Scheeringa et al., 2011), it is difficult to directly compare our results to the BOLD findings.

Do our results simply reflect eye movement preparation? In natural situations, a reaching movement toward a target is typically accompanied by a movement of the eyes to the same goal. The present study, however, was restricted to reaching with the eyes keeping fixation. Furthermore, behavioral analysis confirmed that there were no eye position biases. One could also argue that subjects planned both eye and arm movements, with the eye movement plan cancelled at the moment of execution. In this perspective, we recently performed experiments that explicitly dissociate eye movement planning from reaching movements (Van Der Werf et al., 2010). The present results show gamma-band activation in areas that overlap with the reach-specific areas by that study, ruling out that eye movement preparation drives the present results.

What is the benefit of gaze-centered processing during tactile reaches? An obvious reason is that the fronto-parietal reach network has specialized in visually guided reaching, and therefore operates by default in a gaze-centered reference frame (Darling et al., 2007; Fernandez-Ruiz et al., 2007). Indeed, many brain regions involved in eye-movement control are also activated by reaching and vice versa (Snyder et al., 2000; Levy et al., 2007; Hagan et al., 2012). Recently, it has been shown that both eye position and hand position modulate activity in PPC (Chang et al., 2009), suggesting a role for reference frame transformations between gaze- and body-centered representations in this area. Therefore, a gaze-centered...
been addressed once (Buchholz et al., 2011). Here, we show that Cappe et al., 2012), but its spatial selectivity across senses has only frame that is linked to visuo-spatial attention mechanisms, tactile stimuli induce alpha-band modulations in a reference Romei et al., 2009; Banerjee et al., 2011; Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2011; previously (Fu et al., 2001; Bauer et al., 2006, 2012; Trenner et al., 2008; influences on posterior alpha-band activity have been reported pre- eases (Worden et al., 2000; Sauseng et al., 2005; Wyart and Tallon- closely linked to visuo-spatial attention and excitability of visual ar- gamma band in parietofrontal regions, maintaining the target relative to gaze. This drop in frequency may relate to how syn- chronization comes about in different cortical layers (input vs output layers; see Scheffer-Teixeira et al., 2012). How do these findings relate to previous work on synchronized gamma-band activity during reach planning? First, our findings are in line with monkey physiology, showing spatially tuned low-gamma-band synchronization (15–50 Hz) in the parietal reach region (PRR) during visually guided reach planning (Scherberger et al., 2005). Similar contralateral gamma-band synchronization has been shown in human visual reaches (Van Der Werf et al., 2010; Hin- kley et al., 2010; Joudi et al., 2012). Note, neither of these studies could perform a reference frame analysis because eye position remained straight ahead, aligning body- and gaze-centered rep- resentations. Here we report gaze-centered gamma-band activation in human PPC, even for nonvisual targets. The frequency range of the synchronization (40–60 Hz) is smaller but overlaps with visually guided reaches (40–90 Hz), as if only the lower reference frame might facilitate potential coordination of effectors.

**Automatic transformation into gaze-centered coordinates?**

Another argument for the use of a gaze-centered representation lies in the deployment of spatial attention mediated by the fronto- parietal network. Here, we observed a suppression of posterior alpha–band activity (10 Hz) by tactile stimulation, a rhythm that is closely linked to visuo-spatial attention and excitability of visual areas (Worden et al., 2000; Sauseng et al., 2005; Wyart and Tallon- Baudry, 2009; Romei et al., 2010; Händel et al., 2011). Cross-modal influences on posterior alpha-band activity have been reported previously (Fu et al., 2001; Bauer et al., 2006, 2012; Trenner et al., 2008; Romei et al., 2009; Banerjee et al., 2011; Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2011; Cappe et al., 2012), but its spatial selectivity across senses has only been addressed once (Buchholz et al., 2011). Here, we show that tactile stimuli induce alpha-band modulations in a reference frame that is linked to visuo-spatial attention mechanisms, gamma band in parietofrontal regions, maintaining the target relative to gaze. This drop in frequency may relate to how synchroniza- tion comes about in different cortical layers (input vs output layers; see Scheffer-Teixeira et al., 2012). How do these findings relate to previous work on synchronized gamma-band activity during reach planning? First, our findings are in line with monkey physiology, showing spatially tuned low-gamma-band synchronization (15–50 Hz) in the parietal reach region (PRR) during visually guided reach planning (Scherberger et al., 2005). Similar contralateral gamma-band synchronization has been shown in human visual reaches (Van Der Werf et al., 2010; Hin- kley et al., 2010; Joudi et al., 2012). Note, neither of these studies could perform a reference frame analysis because eye position remained straight ahead, aligning body- and gaze-centered rep- resentations. Here we report gaze-centered gamma-band activation in human PPC, even for nonvisual targets. The frequency range of the synchronization (40–60 Hz) is smaller but overlaps with visually guided reaches (40–90 Hz), as if only the lower
gamma range is tuned in gaze-centered coordinates during reach planning. Two sources in parietal cortex showed this gaze-centered coding: a region medial to IPS, near postcentral sulcus, corresponding to anterior SPL and a source in posterior IPS, overlapping with the observed body-centered beta-band suppression and gaze-centered alpha-band suppression during reach planning. The latter source may be the human analog of monkey PRR.

Coexisting reference frames in spectral channels support reach planning

Beta-band synchronization has recently been suggested to establish functional connectivity between subregions of parietal cortex during eye–hand coordination. Dean et al. (2012) showed that, in saccade-related area lateral intraparietal area, only those cells firing coherently in the beta range predict saccade reaction times in such tasks. Furthermore, several perceptual studies showed functional coupling within the beta range between distant regions across the fronto-parietal network (for review, see Siegel et al., 2012). In our task, body-centered beta-band modulations encompass rolandic regions, but also regions in PPC that are part of the visual dorsal stream and show gaze-centered low-gamma-band activation and alpha-band suppression. Therefore, one could speculate that the beta band establishes functional connectivity between regions locally operating in different reference frames. Previously, we observed body-centered beta-band activity together with gaze-centered gamma-band activity in posterior and occipital regions during the planning of saccades to tactile targets (Buchholz et al., 2011). Here we observed similar spatial selectivities in a reach task. Whereas the spatial selectivity in the beta band suggests a role for relaying somatosensory (body-centered) information between primary somatosensory, primary motor, and parietal regions, spatial selectivity in the low gamma and alpha bands is implicated in gaze-centered parietal cortical processing. Therefore, beta-band activity may be important for the integration of information across these different spatial formats.

Finally, our results thus highlight the importance of population dynamics to code functional assemblies operating in different reference frames. These results speak to the notion of why investigations of reference frames in firing rates of neurons and neural network simulations lead to more heterogeneous results (Pouget et al., 2002; Blohm et al., 2009; Chang and Snyder, 2010; McGuire and Sabes, 2011). For example, one might observe partially shifting receptive fields when pooling across all action potentials from a neuron, regardless of their phase relationship with the population. However, a different pattern might emerge when separating neurons that spike during specific phases of a population rhythm, as measured by the local field potential. Our results may suggest that different rhythms in the local field potential reflect spatially specific sampling mechanisms within these networks. These mechanisms can be considered flexible enough to implement compound gain fields for different effectors. Future research in monkey physiology should verify this proposal, requiring simultaneous measurements of action potentials and population dynamics.
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